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Does your business use operational technology (OT) in an industrial environment such as ICS, SCADA, Engineering Workstations? With 
the rise in cyberattacks, we know how challenging it can be to make sure all your bases are covered. This planning and budgeting for 
Industrial OT cybersecurity worksheet is intended to help you make sure you’re prepared for the unexpected. This worksheet helps 
identify potential areas of vulnerability and whether there’s a case to incorporate OT cyber protection into your operation. 

Topic Unknown Issue Concern Adequate 

     
IMPACT - What is the business dependency and tolerance of unplanned unscheduled downtime on 
production? Is process safety a concern? Upcoming industry and regulation compliance? 

    

OWNERSHIP - Is there clear ownership of the OT assets? Is process availability and operational 
resiliency factored in regarding cybersecurity as part of that responsibility? 

    

INVENTORY - Is there a documented asset inventory of connected OT devices at every facility? Is it 
updated, accurate and supply a level of detail depth? 

    

NETWORK - What is the level of OT segmentation, network air gapping, firewall IDMZ and general 
logical separation of the industrial systems from the main IT business network systems? 

    

VULNERABILITIES - Is there an OT specific vulnerability management program in place that 
addresses remediation such as device upgrades, network changes and patch management? 

    

MONITORING –Is there continuous real-time monitoring of the OT network, mapping of device 
communications and assets exist? Does it provide signature threat detection and process integrity 
anomaly alerting? 

    

ACCESS - Are there multiple products and multiple vendors accessing the OT systems onsite and 
remotely? Is MFA in use along with remote access tool(s), OT specific providing audit and controls? 

    

RESPONSE – Is there an Incident Response Plan in place to determine actions from OT notification 
with process, roles and responsibilities? Is there a tested backup and recovery procedure? 

    

RESOURCE - Are there resources (external or internal) in place that have clear responsibility of OT 
cyber protection? Are they part of a formal process, measured and chartered as continuous 
improvement? 

    

RISK - Does the business risk management process cover OT cyber risks? Is there an OT specific risk 
register and periodic assessments? Have increasing cyber-insurance premiums and additional 
incident reporting requirements been considered?  

    

 
 
 

We are practitioners and can provide guidance on the next steps to improve operational resiliency and digital safety. We can assist with 
measurements such as the CDV (Connected Devices Vulnerability) Index to also help with planning. We’re here to help. Please feel free to get in 
touch. asktheexperts@veltatech.com 


